Aims. To locate previously unknown stellar clusters from the VISTA variables in the Vía Láctea Survey (VVV) catalogue data. Methods. The method, fitting a mixture model of Gaussian densities and background noise using the expectation maximization algorithm to a pre-filtered NIR survey stellar catalogue data, was developed by the authors for the UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey (GPS). Results. The search located 88 previously unknown mainly embedded stellar cluster candidates and 39 previously unknown sites of star formation in the 562 deg 2 covered by VVV in the Galactic bulge and the southern disk.
Introduction
The ESO public survey VISTA variables in the Vía Láctea (VVV; Saito et al. (2012) ) is mapping 562 deg 2 in the Galactic bulge and the southern disk in the ZYJHK s filters (Minniti et al. 2010) . The VVV survey was designed to complement among others the UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey (GPS) (Lucas et al. 2008) which is mapping |b| < 5
• in Galactic latitude in the northern plane.
In Solin et al. (2012, hereafter Paper I) we presented an application of Gaussian mixture modelling, optimised with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) to automatically locate stellar clusters in the UKIDSS GPS (Lucas et al. 2008) . This study applies the same method to the VVV survey first data release (DR1). The background and motivation for this work and the data mining approach to the cluster search is described in Paper I.
The search algorithm and filtering of the catalogue artefacts have been presented in detail in Paper I. The data is described in Sect. 2 and the search method and results in Sects. 3 and 4. In Sect. 5 the results, supplementary information on the cluster candidates and selected individual cluster candidates are discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
The data
The VVV survey began in May 2010 and is expected to run in total for about five years. The DR1 catalogues contain 2.96 × 10 8 stellar sources detected in at least one of the five photometric bands (ZYJHK s ). There are no overall limiting magnitudes as they depend strongly on crowding in the inner Galactic regions. The VVV survey is carried out by the VIRCAM (VISTA In-fraRed CAMera; Dalton et al. (2006) ) on the VISTA (Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy) at ESO Paranal observatory. The VISTA Data Flow System pipeline processing and science archive are described in Irwin et al. (2004) and Hambly et al. (2008) . We have used data from the first data release, which is described in detail in Saito et al. (2012) . The catalogue data is used for the automated search, and the image data for visual inspection of the cluster candidate areas given by the detection algorithm. Stars brighter than K = 10 m from the 2MASS survey are used for locating potential false positive clusters created by these bright stars (see online Appendix B).
Search method
The search method and algorithm are described in detail in Ch. 3 in Paper I. In the following we present a short summary and outline the differencies between these two studies.
The catalogue parameter mergedClass classifies as stars or galaxies every object both in the WFCAM Science Archive (WSA) (Hambly et al. 2008 ) catalogue data table gpsSource used in Paper I and the VISTA Science Archive (VSA) (Cross et al. 2012 ) catalogue data table vvvSource used in this study. These catalogues tend to classify objects seen superposed on variable surface brightness as "galaxies". This can be utilised in the search of stellar clusters either embedded in or near molecular/dust clouds and locations of star formation. The clusters and newly formed single stars which are associated with dust clouds create variable surface brightness which broadens the stellar point spread function or creates false, extended sources. "Galaxy" in the archive parlance is more precisely described as "non-stellar" or "extended" object.
A fraction of the catalogue sources are due to data artefacts. In Paper I a few different types of artefacts in the UKIDSS survey data were addressed. In this study only false mergedClass Article number, page 1 of 19 A&A proofs: manuscript no. aa22890 = +1 classifications caused by diffraction patterns around bright stars are addressed. The other types addressed in Paper I are either not numerous or not at all present in the VVV survey data. Comparison between UKIDSS and VVV survey data and artefacts in them is done in online Appendices B and C.
The catalogue data table vvvSource contains 113 attributes for each detected object. These parameters strongly resemble those of the UKIDSS GPS. In addition to the mergedClass parameter we also tested in Paper I the usefulness of other parameters in our clustering effort, but ultimately both studies make use only of this star/non-stellar classifier.
As in UKIDSS the VVV classification of sources fainter than 17 m in H and K s as stellar/non-stellar objects is highly unreliable. These sources were filtered out from the data as they would create strong erratic background noise.
Different from Paper I we use in addition to the K magnitude also the H magnitude. This is because in VVV DR1 the H magnitude is given for many tiles where the K s magnitude is missing. Indeed many candidates were found in areas where only the H magnitude is given. In order not to loose true positives we now also do not reject any sources based on the quality error bit flags for each source detection (VSA 2011). Indeed cluster candidate 12 lies in a region where the parameters hppErrBits and ksppErrBits often have a high value. In any case hppErrBits and ksppErrBits mostly fall below the value 17 and only a negligible part of the parameters hErrBits and ksErrBits are other than zero.
The VVV DR1 catalogue data table vvvSource contains 260, 2 × 10 6 sources measured in the H or K s filter with magnitude brighter than 17 m . These sources are divided according to the mergedClass parameter so that a negligible fraction are probable galaxies or noise, 6% probable stars, 64% stars, and 30% galaxies. We end up using for the detection algorithm sources with H or K s magnitude brighter than 17 m and mergedClass = +1. These amount to 76, 8 × 10 6 sources (∼ 19% out of all sources measured in the H or K s filter in VVV DR1). Besides step 3 below the magnitudes listed in the VVV catalogue are in no way used in the automated search.
The automated search proceeds in the following steps which are similar to those in Paper I where the model and its parameters are presented in detail. When K s band data is not available H band data is used in the search. The source screening was done in exactly the manner as in Paper I (Ch. 3.3 there) with the exception that the BIC threshold was lowered to 0 (BIC can also have a negative value) in order not to loose true positives that give only a weak signal to our system. As in Paper I only a small fraction (∼ 2%) of the candidates given by the automated search are true cluster candidates.
We note that the center point for the cluster given by the automated search is not always exactly at the cluster center. Often during the source screening the coordinates for the candidates need to be slightly adjusted.
Results
The search located 88 cluster and 39 star formation location candidates which, to our knowledge, are previously unknown. The cluster candidates are listed in Table 1 and the candidate locations of star formation in Table 2 . In addition we list in Table 3 26 faint nebulae whose nature cannot be clearly defined. The division of the candidates into these three groups is very subjective and is based on the optical appearance of the candidates and also on their SIMBAD associations: -A cluster candidate has more than a few stars. -A location for star formation candidate has bright nebular emission but only one or a few stars. Also SIMBAD associations that are star formation indicators are considered as evidence. -Faint nebula candidates are similar to location for star formation candidates but are considered too weak in terms of the criteria mentioned. These sources are often in the direction of infrared dark clouds (IRDC) where a large number of other indications of star formation (IRAS, MSX and (sub)mm sources, masers and HII regions) are present. No stellar cluster can be resolved but the surface brightness (red nebulous, compact objects or only faint red surface brightness) created by putative star formation triggers the classification of the VVV mergedClass parameter and thus the cluster search algorithm.
Article number, page 2 of 19 O. Solin, L. Haikala and E. Ukkonen: Mining the VVV: star formation and embedded clusters Table 1 , the 39 star formation location candidates (open circles) in Table  2 , and the 26 faint nebulae (crosses) in Table 3 . The grey area marks the VVV DR1 coverage in the H or K s filter. The columns in the tables list (1) a running number, (2) source identification, (3,4) Galactic coordinates, (5,6) J2000.0 equatorial coordinates, (7) description of selected SIMBAD sources within 2 ′ of the direction of the candidate and (8) references to selected publications in Table 4 .
The distribution of the candidates is shown superposed on the VVV area in Fig. 1 . The grey area marks the VVV DR1 coverage in the H or K s filter. Some areas in the VVV mapping do not contain observations in neither filter. These locations are shown blank in Fig. 1 . The cluster candidates (Table 1) are marked with filled circles, the star formation location candidates (Table 2) as open circles, and the faint nebulae (Table 3) as crosses. Most candidates are in in the galactic plane outside the bulge area. This is explained by the fact that in the bulge the contamination from the field stars, despite filtering sources fainter than 17 magnitudes, is overwhelming and our method is not able to trap the clusters. (Fig. 2 on the left) has so far been identified as a bubble. Cluster candidate 87 (Fig. 2 on the right) has around its location an IRAS source and a millimetre source. Cluster candidate 21 (Fig. 3) has so far been identified as an IRAS source and an extended 2MASS extended source (2MASX). It is also included in the list of new embedded clusters by Morales et al. (2013) which appeared in arXiv at the time of submission of this paper. The cluster area is shown in Fig. 3 on the left as a VVV image and on the right as a 2MASS image. No cluster can be seen in the 2MASS image.
Further example images of cluster candidates including their colour-colour and colour-magnitude diagrams are shown in Appendix A.
Besides the sources in Tables 1-3 the search algorithm found number of sources which are not clusters and sources which can not be clearly classified using data available presently. Some of Article number, page 3 of 19 A&A proofs: manuscript no. aa22890 these may be of general interest. IRAS 17340-3757 and IRAS 13428-6232 are two post AGB stars. Possible zone of avoidance galaxies are 2MASS J16353747-4459364, 2MASS J16361578-4448452, 2MASS J18054356-4130103 and 2MASS J18164114-3816136. Object 2MASS J13065758-6212037 is a bright, compact source in the middle of a small dark cloud. The sources are listed in Table 5 . Colour images of these sources are shown in online Figs. 5 and 6.
Discussion
As in Paper I SIMBAD was used to search for sources within 2 ′ from the candidates in Tables 1-3 and 5 with the following results (the number of sources are given in parenthesis): IRAS point source (89), MSX source (54), (sub)millimetre source (38), maser (42), outflow candidate (31) and HII region (41).
98 candidates are seen in the direction of an Infrared Dark Cloud (IRDC). IRDCs are compact, cold, dense and massive dark clouds seen in absorption against the high Galactic mid-IR surface brightness. Many IRDCs have no indication of active star formation (e.g. Pillai et al. 2006 ). These clouds have been suggested to be the cold precursors to high mass star clusters (e.g. Rathborne et al. 2006) . The rest of the IRDCs are associated with typical signs of star formation, e.g. masers, IR and (sub)mm sources. In this paper some IRDCs are simply visually classified as star forming regions or faint nebulae.
Even though the search was made using only VVV stellar data the search located IRDC clouds which were not associated with clustered stars but with the faint nebulae in Table 3 . We argue that this surface brightness is not due to dark clouds reflecting the ambient Galactic radiation field but due to embedded star formation. The high dust extinction hides the stars and only a small fraction of the diffuse radiation produced by the star formation process is able to escape. The optical extinction of IRDCs is high even in mid-IR. Because of multiple scattering no scattered Galactic NIR radiation field is expected (cf. Lehtinen & Mattila 1996; Juvela et al. 2008 ) and the surface brightness must have a local source. E.g. objects 21 and 23 in Table 3 are small angular size localised spots seen in the (H and) K s band. Reflected light from the general ambient Galactic interstellar radiation field would rather cause a broadly distributed surface brightness at the boundaries of the densest region.
As in Paper I only IRAS point sources with fluxes typical for embedded sources in star forming clouds (a good quality flux rising from 12 microns to 60 or 100 microns) were included and cirrus-like IRAS point sources were excluded. Mostly more than one of these indicators were seen in the direction of the candidates. Only one cluster candidate (71), one star formation region candidate (23) and two objects (3 and 7) in Table 5 had no entry within 2 ′ in the SIMBAD data base.
Notes on individual sources
Cluster candidate 8 is proposed to be a young stellar object candidate (Ramos-Larios et al. 2012 ). This candidate is also included in a study on embedded structures within IRDCs and other cold, massive molecular clouds (Ragan et al. 2012 
Faint nebula 8 is included in a study on embedded structures within IRDCs and other cold, massive molecular clouds (Ragan et al. 2012) . At least signs of cluster candidates 17, 43 and 87 can be seen also in 2MASS images, but they have not been listed as clusters in SIMBAD.
Many candidates are located near each other and/or near already known clusters as noted in the comments to Tables 1-3.
Conclusions
We have applied the method developed in Paper I for the UKIDSS GPS to the VVV survey. The search from the UKIDSS GPS resulted in 137 previously unknown cluster candidates and 30 previously unknown sites of star formation. The corresponding figures for the VVV are 88 and 39 with additional 26 faint nebulae of unknown nature. There are many similarities in the results obtained from these two surveys. For both cases only a few percent of the cluster candidates produced by the automated search turn out not to be data artefacts or false positives. References 1-7 to selected publications in Table 4 are also listed in the equivalent table in Paper I. Particularly many of the VVV candidate SIMBAD associations are infrared dark clouds. This is not surprising as these clouds are assumed to be the forming sites of massive clusters. Similar to the UKIDDS cluster candidates in Paper I the VVV candidates do not form a homogeneous cluster sample but they vary both in size and stellar number density. Besides clustered stars (Table 1 ) the search algorithm is triggered by locations of star formation with only one or only a few stars (Table 2 ) and even faint dark cloud surface brightness spots (see Table 3 ). The number of star formation indicators seen in the direction of the candidates, and structures of surface brightness and single stars in both the UKIDSS and VVV images give confidence that most of the candidates are real entities. Like in the UKIDSS search most VVV cluster and location of star formation candidates are tightly concentrated on the Galactic plane. Most of the VVV candidates are in the disk area and only a few in the bulge where our method is not able to handle the contamination from the field stars. Article number, page 6 of 19 O. Solin, L. Haikala and E. Ukkonen: Mining the VVV: star formation and embedded clusters , 21, 25, 34, 36, 40, 43, 70 and 88 are included in the list of new embedded clusters by Morales et al. (2013) which appeared in arXiv at the time of submission of this paper. References.
(1) Hofner & Churchwell (1996) ; (2) Thompson et al. (2006) ; (3) Hill et al. (2005) ; (4) Cyganowski et al. (2008) ; (5) Churchwell et al. (2006); (6) Harju et al. (1998) ; (7) Peretto & Fuller (2009) ; (8) Mottram et al. (2007) ; (9) Culverhouse et al. (2011) ; (10) Fontani et al. (2005) Article number, page 7 of 19 A&A proofs: manuscript no. aa22890 
Notes.
Location of star formation candidates 9, 12, 28 and 39 are included in the list of new embedded clusters by Morales et al. (2013) which appeared in arXiv at the time of submission of this paper.
Article number, page 8 of 19
O. Solin, L. Haikala and E. Ukkonen: Mining the VVV: star formation and embedded clusters Table 3 . List of faint nebulae with unknown nature. Notes and references are as in Table 1 . In Fig. B .2 the bright star produces many more non-stellar classifications into the VVV catalogue than into the UKIDSS catalogue. In the UKIDSS image there are visible two more artefacts: a beam across the image and two cross-talk images above and below the bright star. Within this area 68% of the sources are brighter than 17 m in K in the VVV survey catalogue but only 48% in the UKIDSS catalogue.
In Fig. B .3 the two bright stars produce a hole into the UKIDSS catalogue and a cluster of non-stellar sources into the VVV catalogue. In Fig. B .3 is also presented the persistence image artefact of UKIDSS. Due to differencies in the telescope and camera optics and observation procedures in the surveys artefacts like the persistence image are not expected to happen at the same locations in the two surveys.
Appendix C: Known clusters
The longitude range −2 • < l < 10.4 • is surveyed by both the UKIDSS GPS and the VVV surveys which allows to compare the two data sets (this area is not included in Fig. 1 in Paper I as no cluster candidates were found in this area). A sample of true positive clusters in the fields covered by the both the surveys are shown in Figs. C.1-C.3. The number of entries in the GPS survey is larger than in the VVV survey but the fraction of sources brighter than 17 m in K is larger in the latter. Because of the lower background level (the surplus of faint sources in the GPS survey) the true positive clusters trigger more strongly the search algorithm used in this work.
In In Fig. C.3 are the clusters UKS 1751-24.1 in the first two columns and [BDB2003] G000.16-00.06 in the last two columns. The globular cluster UKS 1751-24.1 produces a hole into the UKIDSS catalogue and a cluster of non-stellar sources into the VVV catalogue. The cluster [BDB2003] G000.16-00.06 produces a hole into the VVV catalogue but leaves no clear traces into the UKIDSS catalogue. Sources listed in 2MASS but not in UKIDSS or VVV are plotted with blue crosses. The 2MASS sources clearly fill the empty spaces in the UKIDSS and VVV survey catalogues. Particularly in the case of UKS 1751-24.1 this bright object produces a fairly large gap into the UKIDSS catalogue. A&A-aa22890, Online Material p 13 
